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Abstract: Cloud computing provides the data to the users    remotely on different services. The Encryption plays major role in 

securing the data in cloud. We can access the data using encryption with key for more privacy reasons. Now-a-days the public 

cloud needs more privacy because of the increment of number of users everyday. The multi cloud technique performs load 

balancing when there is huge transactions of the data. The key is used to arrange more security for accessing the data by the owner, 

but to have secure communication better to have a support of the third party for key issuing. In this paper we provide third party 

for key providing in multi cloud environment. The encryption algorithm provides basic security for the data. 

Keywords: Privacy, Multi cloud, Third party, 

Encryption. 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has the property of transparency in the 

communication process between user and the cloud. It is 

emerging because of its scalability and elasticity property. 

The virtualization makes data availability for all users using 

build and deployment in platform, software and 

infrastructure services. The huge data in cloud is stored and 

handled by various cloud service providers. The security is 

major aspect in cloud, so we can have third party which 

can handle all the key providence to keep both 

cloud and the users secure. 

  
   With out privacy policy data collector may provide data to 

all users, the privacy policy makes data provider to whom it 

can give data. The access of data to authorized users should 

go through privacy policy. Third party follows many 

encryption techniques to provide the key to both the users 

and cloud uniquely for accessing the data. The cloud makes 

the privacy policy accessing to be followed for data access. 

 

The data accessing has two layer of encryption for the privacy 

where coarse grained and fine grained encryption is performed 

on the data. The cloud, data owner, user and third party is 

combined to form a total package of communication. The 

burden on a cloud is decreased by multi cloud and the third 

party. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

 Several factors based on encryption and key providence have 

been proposed for access control over the data in cloud. Users 

will be issued keys for the data's which are accessible by owner. 

The secure communication between user and the data owner 

will be doubtful. The single cloud may be in risk for satisfying 

the request of user and data owner. To issue new keys, the 

owner wants to set up private communication channels by 

means of the users. The privacy and the identity of users are not 

taken into account. Therefore it can learn sensitive information 

about the organization and their users. It requires the owner to 

enforce all the ACPs by encryption, both initially and 

subsequently after users are added or revoked. All these 

encryption activities have to be performed at the owner that thus 

incurs high communication and computation cost. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In this paper, we are using two-layer encryption and third party 

key providence for data access in multi cloud environment 

rather than a single public cloud. This two layer enforcement 

helps one to reduce the load on the Owner and delegate’s access 

control enforcement over the third party. Especially, it provides 

a better way for security of data and various updates, user 

locations, and modifications of the data. The system goes 

through one additional step compared to the existing system. 

Also, it provides several functions based on the decomposition 

or splitting of data to store across various clouds, which are 

finally retrieved by the user with the help of keys. 
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Fig 1: Multi-cloud storage 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 2: Multi-cloud splitting 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig 3: Two layer encryption in multi-cloud environment 

 

 

 

 

IV. TWO LAYER ENCRYPTION METHOD WITH THIRD 

PARTY TOKEN PROVIDENCE 

Steps: 

 

1)The Identity Token is provided to users based on their identity   

attributes. The policy which is used for privacy is decomposed 

so that the original is obtained when rollback. The decomposed 

access control policies are consistent so that sub access control 

policies together moves to original Access Control Policies. 

 

2).The User register the identity token in order to start the 

accessing of data both at data owner and the cloud, the user 

information in available at cloud and data owner. After the 

registration the users are allowed to have secrets for decryption 

for privacy preserving. 

 

3)The keys are requested from the third party in order to have 

access for the data. The third party has    more encryption 

technologies for key providence. 

 

4)User request the key from third party then using the key the 

data can be accessed. The authorization can be monitored by the 

third party which has more encryption and data keys, the 

matching of the key denotes the file is ready to be accessed. 

Encryption algorithms helps third party to handle with random 

keys.  

 

5)The owner encrypts the data as coarse grained encryption in 

order to hide the content from the cloud. The data is now 

uploaded to the cloud where policies are applied. Task of owner 

is reduced by additional phase which provides the keys. 
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6)The cloud again encrypts data using policies as fine grained 

encryption. It is the outer layer encryption the cloud will not 

provide the keys it is shifted to third party. 

 

7)Data downloading and decryption can be done using keys by 

the third party. The encrypted data is downloaded from cloud 

and decrypted twice. 

 

8) ).The User register the identity token in order to start the 

accessing of data both at data owner and the cloud, the user 

information in available at cloud and data owner. After the 

registration the users are allowed to have secrets for decryption 

for privacy preserving. 

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

                 In this paper, we present a unique method for data 

privacy with third party key providence in multi-cloud 

environment, which reduces the burden of the cloud. It also 

provides several advancements in cloud computing due to its 

technical capabilities. 

 

Fig. 1  Example of an unacceptable low-resolution image 

 

The future work may also involves load-balancing in multi-

cloud environment for maximum storage and accuracy for 

various users. Cloud computing is a growing paradigm as an 

enabling technology to deliver on-demand and elastic storage 

and computing capabilities, while removing the ownership need 

for hardware. But several privacy and security act demand 

strong protection of the cloud users, which in turn increases the 

complexity to develop privacy-preserving cloud services. The 

data privacy using third party key providence in multi-cloud 

delivers the critical capabilities required for a robust, cost-

effective, and secure cloud security implementation. 
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